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The perfect combination for all your DIY projects. No need for sand, stripping or priming when you have Retique It &amp; Renaissance. Retique It® Has Your Look! Take everything you want for the look, the store is now liquid wood from plastic to wood! We turn a bright plastic ghost chair into a grainy wood chair before your eyes! Viewing the video
formulated to deliver excellent results in bare wood or seals, its Retique polish wax furniture includes a unique, combination of wax that naturally enhances the beauty of your wood. It is easy to apply, and once buffeted to the desired sheen level, provides the depth of the end that revives and protects each main finish. Only oil-based wax can bring excellent
protection quality and feel to painted furniture. The wax shop you can use Retique it white wax to highlight the details and give a good French provincial or white washed effect. Its Retique white wax is also great when drift wood or coastal effect. It goes a long way. When you apply clear wax you can add white wax and then return over with clear wax to wipe
and mix if needed. Shop White Wax Retique It Furniture Wax in metallic gold &amp; silver can give your pieces a look that can be a true conversation piece for all to see it. The store now has its Retique ® poly poly-poly-based bridge that adds excellent sheen and protection and is not even its whitest of yellow whites. The store now sticks a black indigo
resempreted horse, dark walnut over light wood in the top stair railing china cabinet with camelot blue light grained wood with dark walnut and kona coloring rostic grain finish with java rostic grain finish black walnut smooth finish over 1 railway java over golden pine rosewood gel stain and metal gold over the modern end of the wood hardware with classic
black stain films And white-metallic often asked questions the Royal Gallery video gallery metallic collection demonstration brochure liquid wood instructions weather demonstration wood by Tanya Hoover Table: Dark over wood light grain with java stains follow these steps to paint wood furniture. Remove drawers, loose shelves, and hardware. If you want to
paint the interior, take the back if possible. Repair any loose joints and dinged putty or damaged areas. Dry putty sand with 220 grit sponge. If you see screws in front of a drawer box, the drawer may have a removable front piece that will be easier to paint than the whole drawer. Take the screws to see if the front can be lifted free. If you have more than one
drawer with a detachable front, label the fronts and drawers to help you re-collect. If the surfaces are an existing finish that is already smooth, sand them with 220 grit sand sponges and clean them with a wet cloth. For slightly rough surfaces, sand with 180 and 220 grit sand sponges, and clean clean clean. Using the painter's tape, mask any area you don't
want to paint, As drawer boxes, cabinet interiors, or hardware and hinges you can't easily remove. Whether you need prime depends on the type and status of the level. Always first bare wood and sand or damaged surfaces that are patched. Brush in the grain direction, apply a thin prime coat and let it dry. An angled sach brush is handy to reach the
corners. Prime surface sand with 220 grit sand sponge and clean clean clean. Apply a second coat of prem, if necessary, to ensure a smooth base for your color. To condition a brush before using a latex primer or color, run the water over the length of the braist and shake the brush to remove any excesses. (For oil-based paint, use thinner paint.) This also
makes it easier to clean the brush. Check the levels for smoothness and fill any additional defects or damage if needed. Grit smooth, prime, and let dry. Launch your project in a working area away from direct sunlight and strong breezes. Allow enough ventilation to carry away the paint smoke. Leave enough space for you to walk completely around the object
you are painting. Dust sandy vacuums and debris around the area where the color will apply - especially floors and overhead lights. Let the air turn on so it doesn't leave dust on its newly painted surface, and then gently wipe out any dust that settles on the wood surface. Shine a portable and adjustable light at an angle on the surfaces you paint. Angled
brightness throws shadows that help you find surface, run or dripping flaws. Plan your painting steps. If the item is small enough, consider it on your side or end the color of the levels one at a time while they are horizontal. Use synthetic brush - bristle for latex paint and natural bristle brush for oil-based paint. For flat surfaces, apply paint using a 4-inch foam
roller, take care to avoid dripping around the edges. If you mix brushes and rollers, check that the levels look the same after the surface paint and dry by inspecting your work in angled light as you go. Brush back and forth only enough to expand the color and always stick in the direction of the grain or along the length of a previously painted surface. When it
continues, the additives in the paint help to brush that level of any stroke - when you stop brushing. After drying the first coat, check the surface for dripping and run. If you find one and the color is completely dried, carefully sand it out. If you see the color collected on your sandy image, stop immediately to keep the paint globs from scratching the surface.
Another technique is to put a flat tool knife blade on the painted surface near the dried bumps in paint. Carefully tilt it up to the edge of shaving bumps without damaging the surrounding color. Then add another thin coat to hide the repairs. Dry paint from the bottom level to the wood. A painted surface that feels dry so Touch may be ready for sand or
recoating, so follow the manufacturer's recommendations for drying time. Antique glaze is a process that gives furniture an aged, vintage or weather look. Glaze works great with parts that have a lot of detail, shut down panels, etc. Clean the furniture, then sand every raised edge. If the furniture is unfinished or you want to glaze over the old finish, apply a
basic coat of paint and wait for it to dry completely before glazing. Work on small sections (cabinet doors, pie of a table, etc.) at a time. Apply a small amount of glaze to the furniture with a clean brush or clean cloth in the seeds, corners and kryviks. Try to combine the glaze so that you end up not streaked with lines. Use a syringe bottle full of water and
moisten the glazed part to make it a little wet. Start wiping the extra glaze with a clean cloth, smoothing out any circular marks as you move across the furniture. Depending on the antique look you want to achieve, leave in as much or as little glaze as you want. If you are using glaze over flat color, you end up with a deeper glaze because it is well soaked in
color. Continue using the glaze and wipe too long until you finish glazing all pieces of furniture. To protect the antique finish, spray a light coat of bright sealer. Let dry for at least 24 hours. Great cover, able to stain the color we wanted. LikesApplicationEase of useCoverageQualityColorHelpful? September 19, 2018This is an amazing product! I have a pine
cabinet that was dark green years ago. I use its Retique liquid wood in the cabinet and paint it with water-based stains. It looks amazing, like it was always stained. Highly recommended Retique It.Helpful? On January 29, 2019, I really like this color. I re-filled an ugly one-on-one with it and came out beautifully. I follow all the instructions and as per the website
suggestions used varathane wood stain. I still have 3/4 color left so use it for another project. Now I feel confident using this product. Useful? November 24, 2019Amazing! Make sure to follow the instructions and you will be set up! Useful? January 10, 2019 does not work decisively. he came in a chocolate milk color . He didn't take the stain at all. My furniture
is now chocolate colored and ruined. Is an expensive product so awfully useful? May 7, 2019It did not work. very disappointing . The stain didn't stick to it and it caused me a lot of extra work. Save yourself from aggravation! Useful? Useful? Useful? Useful? Intensifies! Useful? Useful? Useful? Useful?
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